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ABSTRACT

The fluxes of low energy (--,100 MeV) and high energy (,-~ 5 • 1012 eV)
7-rays frorn intense radio sources have been calculated under the
h~/pothesis that radio electrons ate continuously produced through nuclear
collisions. The e¡
of expansion of the source which gives rise to a
decrease in production tate with time has been taken into account in these
calculations. Ir is found that the fluxes expected frorn nuclear col/ision
proeess are generally higher than the fluxes from other processes like
brernstrahlunz and inverse compton scattering by factors of 10 of more.
While the calculated fluxes of y-rays of energy > 100 MeV ate less than
the observed upper timits for all the processes, the fluxes calculated for
nuclear collision process for E > 5 • 1012eV, exceed the experimental
upper lirnits for Crab, Cas A and the jet in Virgo A. More sensitive experirnents should be able to decide whether the nuclear collision process is ruled out for low energies as wcll: in this respect Cas A sectas
to be the most promising source.
1.

IN TRODUCTION

IT is well known that radio emission from rnany discrete sources is due to
the synchrotron radiation of high energy electrons in ambient magnetic fields.
The origin o f these high cnergy clectrons is, at present, unknown. The
idea that these electrons ate secondary in origin, viz., they are continuously
produced through pion production in collisions of protons and heavy
nuclei with the ambient gas has been proposed by Burbidge. I Under these
conditions, one also expects a flux of 7-rays from these sources, the expected
fluxes being related to the number o f electrons in the source. Several experiments a-ll have been undertaken to detect 7-rays in the MeV and TeV (1 TeV
= 1000 G e V ) r a n g e s from several discrete sources. So far, these experiments have been able to give only upper limits, though it may soon be possible
to increase theh" sensitivity and observe definite fluxes. In this context ir
al
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will be interesting to compute the cxpected ?'-ray fluxes from various radio
sources. Several estimatcs have so far bcen given. 12-j~ These cstimatcs
have not fully considered two imi?ortant factors, viz., tl..e cxpansion of thc
source and the leakage of chargcd parlieles from the source volumc. TI:e
general proccdure is to relate the prcduction rate of ?,-ra3 s to the productiGn
tate of electrons. The latter is generally takcn to be tl~e uniform tate given
by dividing the total number of electrons pres:nt in the source (derived flora
radio data) by the lifetime of the source. However, ifthc source is an expanding one, the production rate is not uniform in timc; thc rate decreases with
time since the matter density decreascs due to expansion. Hence, the assumption of a uniform rate of prcduction of clectrons rcsults in ah overestimate
for thc prcsent rate of production of ?,-rays. This effect is cspecially
important for low energy (,-., 100 McV) ?,-rays since the electrons of cGrrcsp o n d i r g energy have half-life against synchrotron radiation much higher
than the lifetime of the source and hcnce ate storcd over the enfire lifetime
of the source. In this paper, we will take into account the vafiation in
dcnsity due to cxpansion while calculating the ?,-ray fluxes. As for the
leakage of charged p~trticlcs from the source volume we will show that this
does not affect the rcsults if the lcakage rato is independent of energy. This
arises due to the fact that both the electrons and the nuclcar particles that
produce the electrons and ?,-rays leak at the same rate.
We will present results for the fluxes of ?,-rays from four intcnse distrote radio sources, viz., Crab, Cas A, Cygnus A and the jet in Virgo A. These
fluxcs will bc compartd with fluxts cxp~:ctcd from other processes like
bremstlahlung and inverse compton scatterilng. The results will be discussed
in relcvance to the obserwd experimental upper limits.

2.

ASSUMPTIONS

(l) It is assumcd that all the clcctror, s rcsult ffom nuclcar collisions
a r d no dircct acceleration takes place.
(2) The leakage of chargr particles is ctmracterised by a leakage time ~which is independent of energy and is the samc for clcctrons and nuclear
particles.
(3) If the source is an cxpanding one, the rate of cxpansion is assumcd to
be uniform so that the matter density in the source at any time t can be represente d as
n ( t ) = not -3
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(4) Relative production of pions of different charges is given by charge
independence; thus, the ~,-ray multiplicity is the same as electron positron*
multiplicity.
3. CALCULATION
3.1.

Low Energy y-Rays ( ~ IOO M e V )

If Np (E') be the number of nuclear particles initially, the number
at time t is N p ( E ' ) e -tI'. Lct ke be tP.e mean fraction of primary energy
received by ah electron in the collision of a nuclear particle of energy E' with
ambient gas. Let qe be the mean electron multiplicity. The number of
electrons ofenergy E = ke E' produced at time t in ah interval dt is given by
pe(E, t) --" Np (E') e-t/" cr qe n ( t) c di

(1)

where cr is the pion production cross-section and c, the velocity oflight. Number of electrons that survive up to the present time T is thenpe (E, t) e -tT-t~'r.
Here, the loss of electrons due to synchrotron radiation has been neglected
since for electrons of energy ,-~ 100 MeV, the half-life against synchrotron
radiation in a magnetic field of ,-~ 10-* gauss is about 80 million years which
is much larger than the lifetime of sources to be considered. Total number
of electrons present in the ~ource at prcsent time T is
T

Ne (T, E) = Np (E') e-a/" qe ,to* f t -a dt

(2)

fe

where we have substitut~ d n (t) --- not-3 and to is the time when pion production begins, Le., the time when nuclear particles of energy above the threshold
for the pion production are injected.
We can write,
Ne (T, E)

np (E') e"r/* ~cqeno
2to2

for T >~ to

(3)

Rate of production of ~,-rays of energy k,~ E' at present time T is given by
P't (T, k~, E') = Np (E') e-rt*q, r trc n (T)

(4)

where k~ is the mean fraction of p¡
energy received by a ~,-ray and
q-t is the ~,-ray multiplicity. If d is the distancc of the source from the earth,
the flux of ~,-rays at earth is F~t = p,y/47r d ~. Comparing equations (3) and
* We will refer to them simply as 'electrons' in the rest of the paper.
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(4) and using qe = q't, we get

~o~~,~~(~)'

(5)

F.~ (T, p E) = 2 --4~r~~~-

where p = k.t/k e . Ne (T, E) is the total number of electrons present in the
source at present time and the quantity Ne (T, E)/4w d 2 can be comput~d
from the radio spectrum observed at the earth for any assumed magnetic
field in the source. It is seen that expression (5) is independent of -r and
hence the y-ray flux derived from radio flux is independent of leakage of
charged particles from the source. If there is no expansion in the source,
the production rate is uniform and expression (5) reduces to

F.t (T, pE)

Ne (T, E)
--

~ ~ ~ ~ f

(6)

9

Expression (5) can be rewritten in another way.
in g r n . / c m ) from time to onwards

X=

I f X is the matter traversed

(7)

c mp ~ dt = c mp ~o~ .
fa

Hence substituting for to in terms of X and putting no = nT 3, where n is the
present matter density, we get
F.t (T, p E )
3.2.

--

cnmpNe(T,E)
X

photons/cm.2 sec.

.... 4 ~ - d ~ - -

(8)

High Energy y-,Rays (,~ 101ZeV)

For computing the flux of y-rays of energy ,-~ 10 ~2 eV, it is necessary
to consider the loss of electrons due to synchrotron radiation. If we assume
the nuclcar particles have a power law spectrum N (E) = AE -~, the production
spcctrum of electrons is
Pe (E, t) = N p (ke E) qe ~ c n (t)

= Ake t~-l~ E-~ qe ~ c n (t).

(9)

It can then be shown xe that the number of electrons of energy E at time T is
~IbE

f
N e ( E , t ) = qe tr c no ket~-l~
~
r

(1 - -

b Et) ~-2 (T -- t) -a dt

(10)
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where b i s the coefficient of synchrotron energy loss term given by dE/dt =
-- b EL It is seen that contribution to electrons comes only over a period
1/bE; for H = 1 0 -4 gauss, E : 5 •
we have 1 / b E = 1 5 0 years
which is generally much smaller than the lifetime of source. Hence, matter
density can be treated as constant at an average value given by
xlblg

( n ) = bE J" n0(T - t)-Sdt.
O

Expression

(10) then reduces to

ket'-l~

N e (E, T) = qe o c ~

1

• (a - - 1) bE ( n ).

(11)

The photon production rate at time T is
k +(~-1)
P ~ ( E , T ) = q~~ c n (T) ~-E~ .
Hence,
F7 (E, T) -- ~q'e.4~d
2(E' T) (nn) pt,-1, (a -- 1) bE

(12)

The ~,-ray flux docs not depend on the actual value of matter density since
only n/(n ) is involved in expression (12). It also does not critically depend
on theexpansion of the source since n/( n ) is not much less than unity.
4.

APPLICATIONTO SPECIHC SOURCES

We will consider four intense radio sources Crab, Cas A, Cygnus A and
the jet in Virgo A. Data on the relevant parameters like distance, magnetic
field, matter density and lifetime are summarised in Table I. The distances
TABLE I
Source

Crab
Cas A

..
..

Cygnus A ..
Jet in Virgo A

Distance

H
gauss

Lifetime
years

1.1 Kpe
3.4 Kpc

104
10-~

915
260

220 Mpe
13'2 Mpe

5• "-s
10-4

5•

~
10e

Density
atoms/c.c.
10
50
10-s
10
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and lifetimes are those given by Kardashev. 1~ The matter density in Cygnus
A is taken as 10-3 atoms/c.c., a value about 100 times smaller than the
usually assumed dcnsity in our galactic halo. For the other sources, the
values given are those generally used by many authors.
For 7-rays of energy ,-~ 100 MeV, the information on the electron
content of the source is directly derived from the observed radio emission
as tabulated by Howard and Maran TM by making use of the well-known
synchrotron radiation formulae. TM The expected fluxes of ~,-rays of energy
> 200 MeV, and the experimental upper limits are shown in Table II. The
value of p, the ratio of the fraction of primary energy received by the 7-ray
TABLE I1

Flux o f T-rays in units of photom/cm. 2 sec.
Ne
(> I00 MeV) i
Soume

4n d2

[

J
5.4

p--p

Brem-

strahlung

x l O -7 4 . 3

xlO -s

2.3

X l O -6

3.1

Cas A

4 . 3 x 107

3 . 8 XlO -n 5 . 4 XlO -~

4,85x10 -s

Cygnus A

2.7 xlO e

4 . 8 5 X 1 0 -9 6 . 4 5 x 1 0 -~~

1.5flXlO -~

Jet in
Virgo A

6 . 4 5 X 10 ~

2 . 1 4 x 1 0 -~ 1 . 6 X l O -~

Energy

Flux

Referente

> lOO
30-500
>1000

3.1XlO -s
1 . 9 x l O -4
1.2XlO -s

(10)
(9)
•11)

>lOO0
> 50
>I000

l.SxIO -s
6• -s
2.IxlO-s

(II)
(8)
(II!

ZO-500

1 . 8 X l O -4

(9)

50

2 . 7 X 1 0 -~

(8)

Inv. compton
on
3 ~ K photons

Crab

X 106

Experimental
upper limits*

Calculated flux of y-rays
(E >'200 MeV)

6 . 9 XlO -~~

MeV

>

* O n l y t h e best u p p c r limits available a t e given.

to that of the eler
has been taken as 2. The value of X, the matter traversed in the source, is a quantity which is not known very well. It must be
remt~mbered that the grammage referred to here is the matter traversed by
particles trapped in the source. Its value depends on the time of injection
of high energy nuclear particles. For example, in the Crab ir we assume
uniform expansion, particles present from a period of 50 years frcm the origin
to the present would have traverscd 3 gm./cm. 2 of matter. Ir relativistic
partieles were present even earlier, X can be larger. We have calculated the
flux v91
for an assumed value of X = 3 gm./cm.2; hence, the calculated
fluxes may represent upper limits. For the jet in Virgo A, no expansion has

beca assumed z7 91 hcnce tho flux has been calculatedfrom equation (6).
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For 7-rays of energy 5 • 101~ e V , w e need information t3n the electron
spectrum in the rcgion of 101-~ eV. For Crab, the optical spectrum
observcd in thc rcgion of 1014-101£
is assumed to be the synchrotron
loss modificd spectrum and hcnce the electron spectrum computcd.
In case of Virgo A, Bless ~o gives ah index o f - - 2 . 5 6 for the optical spectrum. On the other hand, Felten ~~ is of the vicw that the spectrum right
from the radio to X-ray region may be a single power law with exponcnt
equal to --2/3.
Since there is a gap in experimental information in the
infra-red region and since the optical data of different workers do not
agree with each other, one cannot decide in favour of either of the
spectra. Hence we havc calculated the results for both spectra of Bless 2o
and Felten. ~1 For Cas A and Cygnus A, no direct information exists in optical
range. However, if we assume the injected spectrum to be the same as the
spectrum cxtrapolated from Iow energies, the electron density around 10~2 eV
and hencc ~,-ray fluxcs can be computed. The computed values are shown in
Table III.
T•BLE III

Fluxes of 7-rays ( E > 5•

in units of photons/cm. ~ sec.
Experimental
upper limits

Calculated flux
Source

Nuclear
eollision

Bremstra/1- Inv. Compton
lung
on 3~ K photons

Flux

Reference

Crab

1"0•

-s

1"1•

-x~

2"5•

-la

5•

-n

(5)

CasA

2"1•

-10

1'6•

-1*

2"7•

-a3

1•

--10

(6)

Cygnus A

1 " 2 • lO -11

Virgo A*

5 " 4 • 10 -21

5"7X 10-xs

5 X 1 0 -'11

(5)

9.7• 10--Ix

9.7 • 10-1~

(5)

( l . SX10 -xS)

6"5 •
-13
( 4 . 0 X 1 0 -~'o)

5~ 10-11

(2.5X10 -n)

* Values given in paranthesis refer to the spectrum of Blesst2~ while the others are for
the case of Felten'st2n spectrum.

If relativistic electrons are present in sources, they can also produce
photons by brcmstrahlung and inverse compton scattering. The flux of
y-rays due to bremstrahlung depends on/y on the electron spectrum and
the matter density. The fluxes of 7-rays of energy > 200 MeV and
> 5•
calculated by using the formulae given by Garmirc and
Kraushaar la are also shown in Tables II and llI, The 7-ray spectrum arisin~
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from inverse compton scattering of electrons on synchrotron photons
(process 1) has been calculated by Gould 2~ for the Crab. The spectrum due
to inverse compton scattering on microwave photons corresponding to the
3~
universal black-body radiation (process 2) has been calculated by
Apparao. 2s Both these processes give a flux of 10-6 photons/cm. 2 sec. for
7-rays of energy > 100MeV; for E -" 5•
process 1 giros a flux of
4 x 10-12 photons/cm, z sec. The y-ray fluxes from process 1 is inversely
proportional to the energy density of photons in the source. Hence, the
~,-ray fluxes due to process 1 from other sources which have steeper spectra
and also have photon density less than that of Crab are much smaller than
that for Crab and hence not calculated. To produce y-rays of energy
5 ~<1012 eV by process 2, we need electrons of energy 4 • 10ls eV; for this the
electron spectrum extrapolated from ,~ 101~ eV has been used. The v-ray
fluxes for E > 200 MeV and E > 5 •
~~ eV from process 2 are shown
in Tables II and III.
5.

DiscusslON

Ir is seen from Table II that flux of v-rays of energy > 200 MeV from
nuclear collision process is higher by a factor of 10 or more than that from
other processes for all the sources excepting Crab. For the Crab, the inverse
compton scattering is the most effective process. It is also seen that the
calculated fluxes are much less than the observed experimental upper limits.
The highest expected value is for Cas A and it is about 10 times less than the
observed upper limit. Even this calculated value may be an upper limit;
the value of X =: 3 grn./cm. ~ corresponds to the injection taking place when
Cas A was 22 years old. If the injection had taken place at the 10th year,
X would have been about 5 times higher and the present ~,-ray flux 5 times
lower.
The effect ofexpansion is to lower the y-ray flux expected from the nuclear
coUision process by a factor 89(T/t0) 2 as compared to the flux for the case
of no expansion. A s a result of this, younger sources like Cas A are better
candidates for low energy ( ~ 100 MeV) 7-ray astronomy than older sources
like Cygnus A. Even for Cas A, the reduction factor is about 100 or more.
If there had been no expansion, the expected 7-ray flux for E > 200 MeV
would have been 2 • 10-3 photons/cm. ~ sec. This is well above the experimental upper limit and would have, but for the expansion, ruled out
nuclear collision process as ah effective mechanism for the production of
7-rays. For ~,-rays of ene~gy -'> 5 • 101~ eV, while tho fluxes from brem~trahlung and inverso compton sc~tte¡
aro less than th0 observed uppor
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limits, the fluxes calculated for nuclear collision process exceed the upper
limits. The onlv uncertain param.~ter in the latter p~rocess is the magnetic
field assumed. But the depcndence of y-ray flux'bn H is through the term
H ci-,~ which is a rather wcak dependence for values of a in the region of
unity. Hence, it is secn that the observed u p p e r limits rule out nuclear
collisions as an effective process for high energy y-rays.
If the sensitivity of experiments can be increased in the low energy
region ( ~ 100 MeV) ir wi]l be possible to decide whether or not nuclear
collision process is effective at low energies aIso. In this respect Cas A
seems to be the most promising source, since the expected flux is only a
few times lower than the present upper limit.
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